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EVOGLASS SINGLE-GLAZED ULTRALIGHT series partitioning system 

 
 

EVO - ULTRALIGHT is a high-tech and extremely stylish partitioning system designed  

to create a completely transparent, frameless glass surface.  

The partition wall is available in the full height version with the following features: 

 

1.1 – Sizing 

Full height:      With 5.5.1 glass Up to 3050mm 

  With 6.6.2 glass Up to 3600mm 

Module width:               Minimum 300mm   Maximum 1200mm 

Door height:              With 10mm glass Up to 3050mm 

      With 12mm glass Up to 3600mm 

Partition thickness:      Linear section 35mm 

 

The partition modules are produced according to the pitches and heights determined by the 

characteristics of the layout, 

or the specific project requirements. 

A special aluminium module can be used to integrate the ULTRALIGHT system with the INFINITY system. 

 

1.2 - Construction 

The support framework of the partition wall consists of a base track made up of a structural frame and 

two glazing liners. Both extruded aluminium profiles are alloy grade EN AW-6060 and are tested in 

accordance with the following standards: UNI EN 573-3:2009, UNI EN 10003/1:1996 and UNI EN 755-2:2008. 

A 2mm thick EPDM rubber gasket is inserted between the track and the floor, while the liners are fitted 

with a rigid-soft coextruded PVC gasket to fix the glass in position; both gaskets allow excellent noise 

reduction. The track houses adjustment levellers, designed for adjustment of +/- 5mm to ensure that the 

glazing is perfectly level. The total section of the base and head track is 21x30 mm. 

Surface finish: BRUSHED ANODISED NATURAL SILVER, POLISHED ALUMINIUM AND COATED ALUMINIUM IN 

THE IVM RAL COLOUR CODE OPTIONS according to current price list. 

The BRUSHED ANODISED NATURAL SILVER finish is processed in a cycle, which includes preliminary 

mechanical brushing, alkaline degreasing at 60°C, satin-polishing and neutralising bath. The oxide is 

heat-treated at 99°C to fix it, resulting in a thickness of about 10-12 microns.  

The POLISHED ALUMINIUM finish is processed in a cycle, which includes preliminary mechanical brushing, 

alkaline degreasing at 60°C, and neutralising bath.  

The oxide is heat-treated at 99°C to fix it, resulting in a thickness of about 10-12 microns. 

The COATED finish is obtained through a multi-step process using an electrostatic system. The part to be 

coated is washed, then it undergoes an anti-corrosion treatment, after which it is coated in synthetic resin 

powder, exploiting the electrostatic effect. Spraying equipment sprays fine, solid, electrostatically 

charged powder on the part to be coated. The powder-coating process involves the following steps: 

Pre-treatment (washing), Drying, Electric charging, Coating and Curing. 

 

The head channel consists of a U-section structural track (21x30mm) in extruded aluminium (alloy grade 

EN AW-6060) with the same surface finishes as the base channel. An EPDM rubber gasket is inserted 

between the track and the ceiling and a rigid-soft coextruded PVC gasket fixes the glass in position; both 

gaskets allow excellent noise reduction.  
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1.3 – Glass Module 

Laminated glass (5.5.1 and 6.6.2) can be inserted in the EVO - ULTRALIGHT system. The glass modules are 

joined together by sections with adhesive, silicone sealant and the joints are made from clear 

polycarbonate. On request, a silicone gasket alone can be inserted between the glass.  

 

The vertical glass edges are bevelled so they blend with the section of the profiles, which are flush with 

the glass to create a perfect seal between glass and glass.  

On request: 

- Manifestations. 

- Customised glass panels (5.5 mm and 6.6 mm thick) with the integration of various materials 

such as fabrics, coloured, clear or matt film, single- or double-sided laminates with wood finish 

or decoration, custom laminates. (as per samples). (see TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

LAMINATED GLASS). 

- Glass with LCD film (see TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS LAMINATED GLASS). 

 

These glass panels are laminated by means of  

a vacuum process that does not use PVB. Instead, it uses an EVASAFE (Ethylene Vinyl Acetate) 

interlayer, with capability of 3D bonding that does not contain plasticisers. 

All the materials used by IVM with this technique are meticulously tested to assure a safe and 

durable product.  

Lamination delivers the guarantee of fine quality safety glass. 

Extra-clear glass is used for lamination so the colours of the materials used for the interlayers 

remain unaltered. 

 

1.4 – Wood Module 

This comes in one type only: SOLID SECTION INCORPORATING GLAZING. 

This section is made by applying 18 mm-thick particleboard to the glass panel. The particleboard is 

melamine-coated (120 g/m²) on both sides, with a scratch-proof and anti-reflective surface. 

All materials used comply with UNI EN standards, and 90% of them are certified to CARB 2 (formaldehyde 

emissions). 

On request: 

 - Veneered modules. 

 - Lacquered modules with matt or gloss finish. 

 

1.5 – Hinged door frame 

Consists of a jamb casing (50x67mm) made from extruded aluminium (alloy grade EN AW-6060). Surface 

finish: BRUSHED ANODISED NATURAL SILVER, POLISHED ALUMINIUM and COATED IN THE IVM RAL 

COLOUR CODE OPTIONS according to current price list. The door frame is fitted with co-extruded 

PVC bubble gaskets to fix the glass in position, and a light grey Q-Lon doorstop gasket between jamb 

and panel on the three sides. 

Adjustable lock strike integrated into the jamb profile. 

The door panel comes in three versions: GLASS, FRAMED GLASS and WOOD. 

 

1.6 – Glass doors 

Door made from 10mm or 12mm thick toughened safety glass; aluminium hinge (opening 180°) with 

adjustment system. Hoppe-HCS lever handle set with combined latch and keeper, aluminium colour 

finish. 

On request: 

 - Euro cylinder lock. 

 - Electric strike. 

 - Etched glass. 

 - Laminated glass. 

             - Exposed overhead door closer. 

- Bayonet soundproofing system. 
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1.7 – Glazed doors with aluminium frame 

The panels consist of a frame made from two extruded aluminium profiles (alloy grade EN AW-6060) 

enclosing a toughened glass panel (6 mm thick). The vertical profile is 20x40mm and the horizontal profile 

is 27x40mm. The doors are fixed to the frame by means of an aluminium pivot hinge in the same finish as 

the partitioning system. The door has an opening of 180°.  

The door has a Hoppe-HCS lock. For the two-panel versions, a special aluminium profile (alloy grade EN 

AW-6060) is mounted on the second panel to accommodate both the light grey Q-Lon doorstop gasket  

and the top and bottom door stop bolts. 

On request: 

            - Euro cylinder lock. 

- Electric strike. 

- Etched glass. 

- Bayonet soundproofing system. 

- Concealed and exposed overhead door closer. 

 

1.8 – Wood doors 

The wood doors are made up of a hollow-core panel consisting of a solid wood frame with a 

honeycomb inner, covered on both sides with two melamine-coated (120 g/m²) MDF linings, with a 

scratch-proof and anti-reflective surface for a total thickness of 40mm. The doors are fixed to the frame 

by means of an aluminium pivot hinge in the same finish as the partitioning system. The door has an 

opening of 180°. The doors have Hoppe-HCS lock sets.  

For the two-panel versions, a special aluminium profile (alloy grade  

EN AW-6060) is mounted on the second panel to accommodate both the light grey Q-Lon doorstop 

gasket and the top and bottom door stop bolts. 

On request: 

- Concealed hinges 180° with three-way adjustment. 

- Euro cylinder lock. 

- Panic bar. 

- Electric strike. 

- Bayonet soundproofing system. 

- Concealed and exposed overhead door closer. 

 

 

1.9 – Sliding door module 

Consisting of a head track (38x44mm) complete with removable front liner. Both extruded aluminium 

profiles, perfectly integrated into the head track, are alloy grade EN AW-6060 profiles. Surface finish: 

BRUSHED ANODISED NATURAL SILVER, POLISHED ALUMINIUM and COATED IN THE IVM RAL COLOUR CODE 

OPTIONS according to current price list. 

The sliding track is designed to accommodate special aluminium carriages with nylon rollers mounted on 

ball bearings. This makes for a perfectly smooth and silent sliding movement, even if the doors are large. 

The sliding system allows for adjustment of the door plumb in millimetre increments and comes with safety 

stops as standard issue. 

The system is completed with vertical aluminium end profiles for the side glass with brush. 

The sliding door panel is made from 10mm or 12m thick toughened glass. 

The 500mm long door pull supplied is made from AISI 316 L-grade stainless steel. 

On request: 

- Etched glass. 

- Stainless steel door pull (1150mm long) with floor lock. 

             - Laminated glass. 

 

1.10 – Joints 

Manufactured in the TWO-WAY 90°, THREE-WAY and VARIABLE versions using sections with adhesive, 

silicone sealant, the joints are made from clear polycarbonate. On request, as standard issue it is possible 

to create all-glass corners without the insertion of a silicone gasket. This results in a streamlined, frameless 

glass surface. 

These sections create a perfect seal between glass and glass.  The base and head tracks are cut at a 45° 

angle or trimmed connected to each other by means of special steel brackets. In the 90° CORNER 

version, a 90° “cap” in painted ABS will be inserted in the aluminium profiles, both at the bottom and at 

the top, so the profile sections are joined to make the connection of the profiles smoother.  
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1.11 – Wall abutment 

Available in the telescoped version (36x42) with adjustment of -10 mm/+20mm, made using two extruded 

aluminium profiles, perfectly integrated into the head track, are alloy grade AW-6060 profiles. Surface 

finish: BRUSHED ANODISED NATURAL SILVER, POLISHED ALUMINIUM and COATED IN THE IVM RAL COLOUR 

CODE OPTIONS according to current price list. 

 

1.12 – Power module 

Consists of a profile (175x50mm), with capability for three power and switching modules: AVE SLIM. The 

extruded aluminium profiles are alloy grade EN AW-6060. Surface finish: BRUSHED ANODISED NATURAL 

SILVER, POLISHED ALUMINIUM and COATED IN THE IVM RAL COLOUR CODE OPTIONS according to current 

price list. 

 

 

Environmental conditions of system application 

Average room temperature from 5°C to 35°C. 

Average daily relative humidity from 20% RH to 75% RH. 

 

Estimated product life 

Use does not result in consumption. Estimated life of 35 years. 

 

LAMINATING MATERIALS  

  

 FABRICS (as per samples) 

The geometric weft present in some fabrics CANNOT be guaranteed with reference to the squareness of 

the glass panel. This is because the manufacturing process does not allow for control of the fabric 

expansion during lamination. For customer-supplied fabrics, a sample run is required for which at least 

1m2 of fabric is needed. 

 

 LAMINATES  

Single and double-sided, including custom laminates can be inserted at the specific request of the 

customer; 

in these cases, the customer will provide an image for vector printing.  

The feasibility of this process will be evaluated after the printing trial. 

 

 TRANSPARENT COLOURED FILMS (as per samples) 

Special transparent films are inserted.  

Available colours: Red, Yellow, Green, Blue, Purple, Orange and Brown.  

Sample colours (PANTONE references) are possible for higher quantities and longer production times. 

 

 OPAQUE COLOURED FILMS (as per samples) 

Special opaque films are inserted.  

Available colours: Black, Grey, White, Yellow, Green, Blue, China Blue. 

 

 INTERNAL COATING  

The glass is coated with special paints and laminated with the coated part facing  

towards the inside of the glass panel.  

This results in a glass panel with a polished effect on both surfaces. 

 

 

 GLAZED PANELS ON DOORS  

The door glazing undergoes a toughening process to make them as resistant as possible (up to 5 times 

tougher than standard glass). Any dots, marks or other spots that may appear on the surface only under 

certain light, shall not be viewed as defects but as a sign that the glass has been toughened. 

 

 


